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hen Brian Summerset got down on one
knee, his then girlfriend Tekeria was 7.5
months pregnant and it’s safe to say it was a
surprise to the bride-to-be. She had no idea! By the time
wedding planning came around, Tekeria was 3 months
postpartum and had her hands full with a new bundle of
joy. So she turned to Jillian Smith of One Touch Events
to handle much of the planning for her big day. “When
I say I worried about nothing - I worried about nothing.
When I get a good vibe from you, I roll with it,” Tekeria
said. Amazing vibes from Jillian and let her take the
lead on many of the details of both her ceremony and
reception. The couple exchanged vows and held their
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reception at Park Tavern at Piedmont Park, a place that
held a special place in the their hearts. “When Brian and
I started dating, we loved (and still do) going to the park.
Piedmont Park is where our love story blossomed. So
it seemed so fitting to say our 'I dos' there overlooking
the Atlanta Skyline. It was the cherry on top!” Tekeria
said. The couple incorporated the groom’s favorite color
of blue into the reception decor and treated guests
to some southern favorites in a buffet style dining
experience. “We had everything from fried chicken, pork
loin, crab cakes, grits, green beans, mac and cheese the list goes on!” Tekeria said. A simple and traditional
celebration of love for this down to earth couple.
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